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Overview: Planning for Rural Land 

Introduction 

I intend this morning, Ladies and Gentlemen, to pose some questions, on 

behalf of the hinterland, to you, as land use planners.Or, expressed another 

way, I want to present to you a natural resource managers view of planning 

rural land use. 

As my colleagues from B.C. have often heard me say, by training, habit and 

job orientation, planners tend to be urban-oriented, preoccupied with look

ing from the urban core in concentric rings outward into the countryside. 

I submit to you that many benefits would be derived from taking the other view

point and looking from the hill and the countryside back to the urban scene. 

That means understanding the natural characteristics of the land resource 

and its ecosystems. It means, as far as possible, doing our planning and 

directing our growth, from within the confines of these natural systems, to 

take advantage of their attributes and avoid their negative aspects. Let's 

look at land as a dynamic productive ecological being rather than just a 

manicured space on which to put something. 

Perhaps, all too soon, my biases are showing, and if I do exaggerate to make 

points, please forgive me as I feel strongly about this topic. And, I feel 

strongly that, during this most appropriate conference, all of you must ask 

yourselves some important questions about issues, about approaches, and about 

communication as they apply to rural land and small communities. 
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Firstly, trying to find a definition for integrated natural resource manage

ment is a little like the definition of a bachelor or bacheloress, as the 

case may be, ... as someone who comes to work from a different direction 
every morning. Most now support the philosophy of INRM. Unfortunately, in 

practice, judging from the B.C. experience, this support only tends to last 

as long as their land and its single purpose use is not affected or, in 

government, their agency's interests are paramount and others can tag along, 

if they don't interfere with the prime use thrust. This, of course, is not 

good enough and creates even greater opportunity for serious confrontation 

and conflict. Compromises amongst existing or potential rural land users 

must be more than "have to" situations and "lip service" support. 

All is not lost on this tangent, however, and I give an example from the 

1980 Forest Land Policy Statement of the Canadian Institute of Forestry. 

With reference to the 3.4 million square kilometers of forest ecosystems in 

Canada, most with a wide range of use options over and above fibre prod

uction, the following general principles have been accepted by CIF and I quote: 

The management of forest lands and resources should be based upon 

three major factors - the capability of the land for its various 

uses, the needs of society for the products of these uses and 

the maintenance of the continued productivity of the resource. 

Most forest lands can satisfy a number of uses. These uses may be 

separated spatially or integrated simultaneously or sequentially. 

The decision on the balance of uses should involve the consideration 

of economic, social and psychological returns and must recognize 

the priority of maintaining productivity and environmental quality. 

It is recognized that integrating uses may maximize the total 

benefit by sacrificing some individual values. Provisions for 

specific single use areas such as campgrounds, natural areas for 

scientific study, scenic vantage points, historic sites, primitive 

areas or for forest harvesting are recognized as part of an integrated 

use approach." 

The general statement of principles makes the further point that the nature 

of the mix of forest uses will vary from area to area and depend upon the 

level of management input. The concluding sentence, however, is key: "It is, 

however, a priority that the inherent capability of the land to renew itself 

not be destroyed." Not a bad place from which to start towards a national 

cont'd ..... . 
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perspective. 

INRM is a difficult and often misunderstood art. It involves understanding -

not only the land/water ecosystems but the people complex as well - and a 

great deal of patience and interdisciplinary compromise, to move in a wavy 

path toward more informed attention to interactions between the lan ------- -- - - -
human activities. The professional planner needs to be there. --
Issue/Problem 4. 

It is with reluctance that rural people move to accept meaningful planning 

programs. I feel there are a number of reasons for this: 

(a) While gradually changing, there remains a strong emphasis on private 

property rights, an opposing political force, that takes little cognizance 

of natural systems. I am sure, at one time or another, all of you have had 

to walk that planning or zoning tight-rope that spans concern for natural 

systems, property rights and the collective priorities of the community. 

In perspective, many regard rural land as their source of income, an in

flation hedge, their savings account, part of the family history - and their 

own personal commodity. Obviously, any planning that interferes with these 

beliefs is bound to meet with some opposition. 

(b) To rural people, it makes a great deal of difference who is doing the 

planning. The concern relates to the fact that, historically, urban prior

ities have often exploited rural land and overshadowed the concerns of rural 

people. The relationship between the natural systems and the sociology of the 

rural community is often misunderstood. Moreover, the needs and values of 

those living in the rural areas are often ignored. This lack of empathy 

between rural people - or those trained in natural resource management - and 

urban planners is serious. The gap is widened when inappropriate planning 

tools are applied and the rural community treated as if it were a micro city 

struggling toward the big time. It is not too many years ago in B.C., for 

example, that most, if not all, agricultural zones were really urban use 

holding zones; protection of the land for agricultural use was very indirect; 

a misleading zoning designation, easily changed. 

cont'd ..... . 
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(c) In a similar vein, the traditional tools of planning are suspect. 

Rural people often feel that to city people, including planners, land is 

just space. The traditional future land use/zoning urban planning approach 

has often failed in rural areas because the approach tends to ignore natural 

landscape features so familiar to the rural populace. Seemingly, with one 

stroke of the appropriate colour of pencil, areas so comfortably part of the 

rural community landscape are abruptly slated to become something entirely 

different. 
J 

I personally see no reason why, with its basically successtvl urban history, 

zoning cannot be a good first step in rural areas, as well. What is the 

difference? My condominium in Burnaby, for example, is zoned high density 

residential, and should not and cannot be converted to commercial use, for 

instance. Likewise, my farm in northeastern B.C., is in the provincial 

Agricultural Land Reserve, - zoned for production of food or compatible 

reversible uses - and should not and cannot be converted to industrial use. 

There is reluctance to accept this parallel between zoning for urban use and 

zoning for rural use. 

Issue/Problem 5. 

For the most part, neither our institutions nor our organizations reflect 

rural reality, nor do they provide opportunity for integrated respect for 

the land resource. Time is of the essence; gentle persuasion and dreams of 

cooperative efforts have not worked. Agencies of governments, at all levels, 

must be legislated to plan the use of rural land resources in a consistently 

integrated and comprehensive fashion. There are still too many waves of 

single use legislative power coming to the fore, as agency planning priorities 

shift with government change or other pressures of the moment. In addition, 

complex institutional bureaucracies aggrevate this sense of separation from 

the natural characteristics of the land. 

Issue/Problem 6. 

Unfortunately, sprawl is not confined to the urban edge. When it occurs in 

rural areas, it can have serious, wide-reaching effects upon other users of 

rural land. I am told by the B.C. Cattlemen's Association, for example, that 

one ten acre lot on the rangeland, occupied by the average combination of 

cont'd ..... 
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family, dog, automobile and all terrain vehicle, can effectively 11 sterilize" 

up to 100 ac. of grazing land surrounding it. Cattle learn quickly to keep 

their distance. Similar impact problems can arise on wildlife winter range 

habitat, or within productive forest areas, as managers must become concerned 

with increased fire hazard associated with rural settlement. 

I would be less than honest to my own training in natural resource management 

if I did not also admit that conflicts can also arise amongst other rural 

resource users, as well. Rural settlement is not always the problem: it 

may be logging practises increasing sedimentation in fish spawning streams; 

or fish habitat protection mechanisms restricting the availability of irrigation 

water to farmers; or agricultural land clearing encroaching onto productive, 

high capability forest land. These are all part of planning for rural land 

and, therefore, all issues to which rural planners must be prepared to 

address themselves. 

Issue/Problem 7. 

Decision.son use of the rural land base are being made now and have been made 

in the past without a well-founded planning framework. These sometimes 

negative decisions are invisible to many citizens. The trouble is, by the 

time the problem is critical, it may be beyond remedy, at least the kind of 

remedy that would be acceptable today. 

It is most often agreed that comprehensive information is highly desirable 

before decisions are made and actions taken, but over what time period? 

In the case of rural planning questions, planners must adjust to biological 

time periods ie: a forest rotation of 80 years rather than the traditional 

10-20 year planning period. Realizing we wish to maintain diversity in 

ecosystems and use options, will we have anything left by the time of implem

entation? 

There is a dilemma in, on the one hand, insisting on comprehensive data 

collection and, on the other hand, avoiding the pitfalls of the more-inventory

is-needed syndrome. Notwithstanding that a good data base is essential to 

good decision making, there are a number of problems: 

cont'd .. ... . 
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(l) Often it takes too long to get the data base at a useable scale and, 

in the interim, many decisions,perhaps negative, are irreversibly made. 

(2) Decision makers with conflicting interests and specific biases do not 

want to hear about the inter-related whole, because it deflects emphasis 

away from the immediate issues, specific interest group concern, and 

perceived short term support. 

On the other hand, even legitimate comprehensive data collection can sometimes 

be self-defeating, misused as a means to avoid confrontation or unpleasant 

situations through a studied retreat from decision-making. 

Issue/Problem 8. 

Even when we understand clearly what to do, the problem remains how to 

accomplish it. There is a wide variability, depending on priorities and 

how practical or politically palatable specific rural planning programs are 

in any province or region. Many rural land use issues are of greater than 

local concern. Provincial or perhaps national involvement in some issues 

can be expected in the future, which will mean even more complex integration 

methods. 

The "Process Plan" is one means of managing natural systems, to balance 

environmental and economic considerations, when a number of jurisdictions 

are involved. Attempts are being made to implement such a plan on the Fraser 

River Estuary in B.C. and it shows promise in being able to link together 

all government agencies, public and business group interests, to determine 

a process for mutually adjusting the various management goals for the benefit 
of a 11. 

The goal of any regulatory program is to protect important public interests 

that would not otherwise be considered. There is need to find new ways 

to protect and utilize to best advantage the rural landscape, while, at the 

same time, reforming the urban-oriented cumbersome, regulatory process, to 

better fit with rural needs. In other words, the planning process has to 

catch up with the rural reality; perhaps changing the predominantly negative 

function of restricting use to a positive one; identifying, through analysis 

of natural systems, positive directions; developing frameworks and providing 

genuine flexibility - in short, a refocus on land use control to orient it 

toward maintaining the natural processes. 

cont'd 
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Summary 

These are just a few of the Issue/Problems that I hope you will be thinking 

about during this Conference. Unfortunately, the scope of rural planning 

is even wider than I have had time to indicate this morning. And, the challen

ges are increasing. Urban dreams meeting rural reality, otherwise known as 

the lifestyle revolution, can be expected to remain a planner's headache. 

Bulldozerization and suburbanization are here to stay, as long as affluence 

is with us. Thus, the rural land use tug-of-war between lifestyle pursuits, 

population demands and natural resource production will continue-:-, 

To me, the ultimate reality is that no land or resource use exists that is 

not in some way directly or indirectly associated with another use. 

Principles and policies reflecting knowledge of natural systems and rural 

attitudes must go hand in hand with guidelines, regulations and fair-to-all 

enforcement. It's a package deal. To close with a quote from John vJ. 
Gardner: 

"The society which scorns excellence in plumbing 

because plumbing is a humble activity and tolerates 

shoddiness in philosophy because it is an exalted 

activity will have neither good plumbing nor good 

philosophy. Neither its pipes nor its theories 

will hold water." 



A pathetic· tale 
of two resources 

,..-- A Supreme Court of Canada decision th0 
'week perfectly ill_ustr~ted t~; bureaucratj'~I / 
insanity and the mev1table us and them 
hostility that results from this country's frag
mented resource jurisdiction . It involved a 
clash between_ fe?erally-a~~inistered fisher-1 
ies and provmc1ally-adm1mstered forestry, 
with the latter emerging the clear "winner." 

Hooray for us and boo to the feds - that's 
how some idiots probably welcomed the news. 
But by any rational assessment this particular 
confrontation produced only losers - the 
human and f~jY varietier 

. In rulingt}{cft'~~f~tici~ o~ufe Fisheries Act 
is beyond the powers of Parliament, the court 
has effectively hamstrung - for a while, at 
least- the efforts of federal fisheries officers 
to protect salmon spawning streams ·against 
debris-dumping and other irresponsible prac
tices by logging operators. 

The section no~ invalidated reads : "No 
person engaging in logging, lumbering, land 
clearing or other operations shall put, or 
knowingly permit to be put, any slash, stumps 
or other debris into any water frequented by 
fish or that flows into such water, or on the ice 
over either such water, or at a place from 
which it is likely to be carried into either such 
water." 

Okay , then, why not rewrite the legislation · 
to accommodate the Supreme Court judges' 
contentions, jncluding the fact that the present 
blanket prohibition does not link a specific 
logging activity to any actual harm caused to a 
fishery? 

Unfortunately, it's not that simple. If 
salmon have already spawned and the strea"m 
bed is then choked with .· brush, mud .or 
other debris, there is no immediate "proof" in . 
the form of dead fish. Nor is there· any four i 

years later, when no fish come upstream .to 
spawn . Thousands of salmon may have been 
killed but there's nary a corpse to brandish in 
the court room and, as far as the laws of 
Canada arc concerned, no offence has been 
committed . 

Crazy? Sad? 

Yes, but no more so than the chroni.c 
inability of some federal and provincial bu
reaucrats to grasp one essential fact-: that 
you don't have to destroy one vital resource in 
order to exploit another. · · . _ I 

Unfortunately, past experience in watcli=li 
ing the antics of these warring twerps gives ~o \ 
grounds for hopes of a peace settlement. The , 
feds will probably get their brightest lawyers 
to remove the ioopholes in the ,ct. The ·pro~e
cution of loggers will continue. The CounciJor 
Forest Industries (which backed the latest' 
successful appeal to the Sup~~ ··eourf•of 
Canada) will bleat. The B.C; goveinm~nt wiU 
make earnest noises . about . cQ--O_i>er,tior(~- ·. 
tween the federal and.provincial agericie~:(ts· 
it did in the wake of the Riley Creekwat~rsh~<l>'· 
devastation) but will coritinbe to com~down:'&n·· . 
the side of the loggers_ And meart\v.hil~/th~ ' 
stream beds will continue to choke up ·ari'tfthe 

·. . • . •, i .. . • . 
salmon will continue to disappear. r-,: ,-, 

It 's a glo~my fore~ast ari~e'd love w\/ 
proven wrong. Any takers? 


